Quite often, when we read a fictional narrative we encounter in its story world a named IND who can be intuitively regarded as a version of an original, bearing the same proper name, which is located elsewhere.

**fiction updated: theories of fictionality, narratology, and poetics**

“Basically, his life’s work was all one project were Sicilian writer Leonardo Sciascia and the Czech-born Milan Kundera. Adelphi was essentially the invention, in 1962, of a Trieste

**roberto calasso, italian publisher and literary figure, dies**

Elsewhere, astronomical observatories “Speed is the form of ecstasy the technical revolution has bestowed on man,” laments the Czech novelist Milan Kundera, suggesting by ecstasy a state of

**books**

A frigid January day, a short time after Mohamed Bouazizi took his life in Tunisia through self-immolation and we’re dealing with what Milan Kundera called literature: “an investigation into the

**bringing the world into the classroom through world literature**

There are the acknowledged classics of world literature: the canonical works assigned in schools, topping every must-read list … and then there are the B-Side

**h-side books: essays on forgotten favorites**

Milan Kundera said he was the novelist who taught the world to see the novel as a “great game.” Whether or not that is always a good thing is a nice question; so is what Sterne himself, were he to be

**laurence sterne**

What admirers of Vance’s artistry—to pursue this example—learn from this essay is merely how banal are his ideas when thus transformed from symbolic forms within an aesthetic whole into the

**science fiction studies**

While predecessors such as Saul Bellow and Bernard Malamud wrote of the Jews’ painful adjustment from immigrant life, Roth’s to American readers; Milan Kundera was among the beneficiaries.

**prize-winning novelist philip roth dies at 85**

“I’ve managed to create a sense of banishment in so many different areas of my life. I live in Ireland After the filming of Milan Kundera’s novel “The Unbearable Lightness of Being,” in which he

**daniel day-lewis**


**henry james and the imagination of pleasure**

Winner of the Un Certain Regard Jury Prize at that year’s Cannes, it sees a man invite a friend with an unsavory past back into his life, offering him a job I also had an inspiration from the

“a movie is not something where i need to convey a message about how people are supposed to live”:

**director kôji fukada on a girl missing**

Volume two focuses on the reader-writers across Europe who used the Essais to make their own works, from corrected editions and translations in print, to life-writing and personal records in

**our bookshelf**

Volume two focuses on the reader-writers across Europe who used the Essais to make their own works, from corrected editions and translations in print, to life-writing and personal records in

**recent book publications**

Volume two focuses on the reader-writers across Europe who used the Essais to make their own works, from corrected editions and translations in print, to life-writing and personal records in